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The Secret Garden is a novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett first published in book form in 1911,
after its serialization in The American Magazine (November 1910 – August 1911). Set in
England, it is one of Burnett's most popular novels and is considered a classic of English
children's literature. Several stage and film adaptations have been made.



Mr. IckyFrancis Scott FitzgeraldPublished: 1922Categorie(s): Fiction, Drama, Short Stories

About Fitzgerald:American short-story writer and novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald is known for his
turbulent personal life and his famous novel The Great Gatsby.Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald
(known as F. Scott Fitzgerald) was a short story writer and novelist considered one of the pre-
eminent authors in the history of American literature due almost entirely to the enormous
posthumous success of his third book, The Great Gatsby. Perhaps the quintessential American
novel, as well as a definitive social history of the Jazz Age, The Great Gatsby has become
required reading for virtually every American high school student and has had a transportive
effect on generation after generation of readers. At the age of 24, the success of his first novel,
This Side of Paradise, made Fitzgerald famous. One week later, he married the woman he loved
and his muse, Zelda Sayre. However by the end of the 1920s Fitzgerald descended into
drinking, and Zelda had a mental breakdown. Following the unsuccessful Tender Is the Night,
Fitzgerald moved to Hollywood and became a scriptwriter. He died of a heart attack in 1940, at
age 44, his final novel only half completed.This Side of Paradise is a largely autobiographical
story about love and greed. The story was centered on Amory Blaine, an ambitious
Midwesterner who falls in love with, but is ultimately rejected by, two girls from high-class
families.The novel was published in 1920 to glowing reviews. Almost overnight, it turned
Fitzgerald, at the age of 24, into one of the country's most promising young writers. He eagerly
embraced his newly minted celebrity status and embarked on an extravagant lifestyle that
earned him a reputation as a playboy and hindered his reputation as a serious literary writer.In
1922, Fitzgerald published his second novel, The Beautiful and Damned, the story of the
troubled marriage of Anthony and Gloria Patch. The Beautiful and Damned helped to cement
Fitzgerald’s status as one of the great chroniclers and satirists of the culture of wealth,
extravagance and ambition that emerged during the affluent 1920s — what became known as
the Jazz Age. "It was an age of miracles," Fitzgerald wrote, "it was an age of art, it was an age of
excess, and it was an age of satire."
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Christine O., “THE BEST Hardcover, Illustrated Edition!. First - Arrived ahead of schedule (2-3
days earlier than quoted)! Hands-down the BEST illustrated and unabridged hard cover,
illustrated by Inga Moore. Researched several editions and others’ reviews across the internet
were spot-on.Meets all this criteria, making it an ideal edition for anyone:1. Hardcover2.
Unabridged (Not a synthesized, easy reader, learn-to-read, edited or watered-down version)3.
Illustrated (nicely)4. Big enough "read-aloud edition" (not a pocket book)5. Illustrations, layout,
fonts, covers and presentation capture a reader's imagination.My little kids (5 & 7) have been
enjoying my reading a non-illustrated version nightly, but were so excited when this arrived today
and are looking forward to tonight’s continued reading moreso now that I have this copy!”

Jean Worsh, “Favorite all time children’s book!. Sent this to a great niece who was not familiar
with it. I am 82, received my first copy from my mother when I was 8. my daughter now owns it
and my grand daughter will as well. I was a 1&2, grade teacher for 30 years, my favorite
children’s/, young adult book. I was adopted!”

Helen, “Hard to beat a book that is engaging and educational!. I am not really sure how I missed
out on this book as a child so I decided to read it with my daughter. We thoroughly enjoyed the
experience and zipped through it in just a few days. Frances Hodgson Burnett shares some
amazing insights into human nature with the reader. My daughter exclaimed at one point, “How
can Mary see that Colin is spoiled but not see that she was the same at first too?” Led to some
great discussions for sure! I also thought it was amazing that Burnett at times switches between
different third person limited perspectives and we even have some of the events in the garden
narrated from the point of view of the robin! Such clever writing!Some reviewers complained
about the fact that many of the characters speak with a Yorkshire accent and Frances Hodgson
Burnett wrote it phonetically the way the characters pronounced the words. I thought it added to
the fun! I tried to speak with the broad Yorkshire accent as I read it out loud and changed my
voice for the different characters. My daughter and I both loved it. The Yorkshire dialect was
interesting and we have been trying to throw some of the words we learned into conversation
such as “wick” meaning alive or lively. From my point of view, that beats trying to throw
something modern like “on fleek” into conversation!”

Pop Bop, “A True Classic. People are naturally inclined to hand out the "instant classic" award to
the books they like, but there are only a precious few books that can hold on to such a title for
over a hundred years, (this was published in book form in 1911), and still stay fresh, engaging
and appealing. This book is the source and template for so many children's lit conventions that it
is hard to imagine a library without multiple copies.You can sample the book as a Kindle freebie
or in some other downloadable form, since it's out of copyright and readily available. Then, and
better yet, after you read it and discover its pleasures, look for a nice edition to give to each



young reader you know. There are easy to read books that are shallow, and there are harder to
read books with considerable depth, but this one manages to be accessible to a fairly young
reader and yet still loaded with fine writing, style, character, mystery, romance, adventure and
inspiration. An excellent choice.And while you're at it, take a look at Burnett's "Little Lord
Fauntleroy". He's gotten a bad rap, (probably as a result of those Fauntleroy suits and haircuts
that were the rage in the twenties), but he's actually smart , level headed, and shrewdly decent
in unexpected ways. So go and get your Burnett on.”

Mayur Kudalkar, “A beautiful story. Highly recommended. I really enjoyed this book. The
characters were very well developed. The story was interesting, it was difficult to put down the
book. The writing style, the description of events... you name it.. everything is just perfect. Thus it
deserves a 5 star rating.This was my first ever kindle in motion ebook and it was good enough
not know what exactly to expect. Say 10-15 pictures with motion in a book with around 21
chapters and over 250 pages. There were very few pages with illustration in motion (not many)
and others with sketches of flowers. There were branches on all corners of each page and i
loved that as the story proceeds, those blanches are full of leaves and flowers.I enjoyed reading
this book and I hope you do too. Please hit the like button if you found my review helpful. Thank
you.”

Dana E. Mastrogianakis, “LOVE it!. I LOVE this edition! The cover seems sturdy and has lovely
artwork. There are plenty of color illustrations throughout (the style of drawing is not really my
taste, but that’s ok). There are fun little details like the fancy upper case letter that begins each
chapter, and the little flowers drawn around each page number. The pages are a very light stone/
beige color and not stark white, which can sometimes be harsh to the eyes. The “interactive
elements” add an exciting touch to the whole book. Anyone of any age (I am 46) who loves this
story would love this edition!”

Apoorva, “A book full of life. A must read!. This novel got me me into thinking, if it was possible
for a child of unfavourable disposition and health to get any better and live life so willingly in a
forthright manner, I would plant a thousand Secret Gardens in every corner of the world. There
would be no sickness, or suffering ever!But on a second note I think maybe there really are a
thousand Secret Gardens already and only because it must be a secret, no one can tell. All we
need is to believe in 'magic' to uncover them and make them burst forth with energy and spirit
that it will become so hard not to live.This book makes me believe there is magic, even as an
adult - not of fairylands or elves but of a kind which can be made quite possible in today's world.
There's no better way to end this decade. Cheers Frances H. Brunett!”

polar bear, “If you want this 1956 copy with its DJ it might not be the one sent. A warning for
those in hopes of obtaining this particular 1956 edition by The Reprint Society London with its



dust cover illustrated by Ernest H Shepard. I read this book during the 1950's as a child &
wanted to replace my very scruffy copy with this copy as shown with its dust jacket. Sadly the
image of this book may not be delivered by one of the sellers despite being specified as this
1956 copy. I was sent another format 1986 Octopus books ltd which I had not wanted. (I've been
extremely fortunate to recently secure an exact copy with its dust jacket from an antiquarian
bookseller for a price far more that this one advertise!)However despite my original
disappointment I would urge you to obtain a copy that appeals to you for there are some editions
with very nice illustrations too for this classic story is a wonderful read of a nostalgic world that
has long disappeared. With the strong elements of children bonding with each other through
animals & nature, the transformation of a hidden garden & the endearing company of the robin
Frances Hodgson Burnett's story will appeal to any generation.”

The book by Oliver Pötzsch has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 10,943 people have provided feedback.
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